Observations
of the lunar south pole yield a same-sense polarization enhancement around [3 = 0. Analysis shows that the observed enhancement is localized to the permanently shadowed regions of the lunar south pole. Radar observations of periodically solar-illuminated lunar surfaces, including the north pole, yielded no such enhancement.
A probable explanation for these differences is the presence of low-loss volume scatterers, such as water ice, in the permanently shadowed region at the south pole.
using laser iltuummtion of a particle suspension (13, 14) . A high ratio, ()! same sense to opposite sense polarizati_m and high reflectivity has been detected by radar observatk)ns of tile Galilean satellites of Jupiter (15, 16, 17) , the residual s_,uth polar ice cap of Mars (18) , pl)rti.ns of tile Greenland ice sheet (19, 20) , and the permanently shadi)wed polar craters ,,f Mercury (21) (22) (23) incidencc (33) . Thescattering vahies presented represent regional averages. The normalized radar backscatter cross section Tilt. lunar north pole observations showed D.t) statistically significant polarization cnhancemems at [3 = 0 (Fig. _,) Fig. 3 . The limits of this area are defined by contours of constant Doppler shift of the received signal and the RF terminator on an idealized spherical moon. The spread of Doppler shift was chosen to maximize the fraction of permanently shadowed ground in the area sampled. On the actual moon, the true boundaries are irregular, owing to topography, and the fraction of the sam pied area occupied by permanently shadowed ground probably is higher than in the idealized case. 
